
EXHIBIT 1.J_11.17.2021 Dog and Pony Show Interview for County Manager
[Commentary]

To expect anybody to believe that Wheable conveniently resigned when he did due to “stress of the
job” after almost an entire decade of unhindered employment working for the county in some form or 
capacity, only to re-appear months later for this interview, is quite the insult to the intelligence of every 
single member of this constituency. With the help of the 3rd party POOL/PACT organization and former 
Public Official Elizabeth Frances (who was a sitting principal board member of this 3rd-party organization),
this was a massive orchestration to circumvent the protections of the people, namely NRS 252.180  
Restrictions on presentation of claims against County, with respect to this state-to-county litigation 
option. The question raised by this constituency is this: Do you think We The People pay POOL/PACT for an
insurance policy with our own taxed dollars, to protect US? Or to aid our corrupted politicians in their 
unethical agendas?

This Nevada Statute is there for a reason, to protect the public from these type of damaging, 
government over-reaching charades. What we speak of is the Federal Opioid Settlement which was 
already “settled” but then somehow morphed into an unconstitutional “bullying” of the citizens [state-to-
county] SLAPP witch hunt. This was never our lawsuit. As NRS 252.180  implies, the people of this county  
rejects ANY government employee from engaging in opportunistic “SLAPP” Lawfare [Strategic Lawsuit 
Against Public Participation], against its own people. This is a line in the sand never crossed before on the
County level. The only way to ensure it never happens again , is by holding these public officials 
accountable to the letter of the law.

Aside from the fact that this “interview” was nothing more than a staged dog and pony show, as 
evidenced by having picked only 2 running mates to interview after collecting over 65 applications (from 
our count), which some 30% of these resumes by our independent examination, (with all due respect) far 
exceeds Wheable's credentials. We turned away a staggering number of applicants with some of the most
impressive qualifications, achievements and talent that this county rarely comes by. 

RED FLAG # 1: With all of the awe-inspiring credentials of all the applicants to select from, why 
would we re-hire someone who just quit months prior because of his inability to handle the “stress of the 
job” ??

The fact that Wheable was selected for hire for this New-On-The-Scene County Manager position, 
exactly 1 year and 1 day from the day he resigned, is just another red flag indicator that Wheable KNEW 
exactly what he was doing. What remains to be investigated, is which County Commissioners also were 
in-the-know beforehand, about this being a pre-fabricated orchestration? 

Wheable KNEW this was the minimal time allowance to go incognito so-to-speak, as per County 
Manager  NRS  244.130 [2] which states, “No person who is or has been an elected officer of the county 
shall be appointed county manager unless the person has been out of office for at least 1 year prior to the 
date of appointment.” He also KNEW that with his re-branded job title (in cahoots with his sidekick 
attorney Mr. James Beecher and others), that he would be afforded greater flexibility to effectively, play 
the system  by moving forward with litigating members of our own public,

with nothing more than an “OPPORTUNITY” to justify a frivolous lawsuit filtered down by a “SETTLED” 
Federal Lawsuit, Not of our Own Accord.

Wheable KNEW (and even expressed on record), this action is highly unethical and immoral. It 
would be advantageous in this investigation to examine how much did Commissioner Laurie Carson know 
in secrecy before this so-called “interview”. There are some very serious ethical concerns about this 
commissioner in particular, which we'll address in detail in a separate exhibit item. 
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To expect anybody to believe that Wheable conveniently resigned when he did due to “stress 
of the job” after almost an entire decade of unhindered employment working for the county in some 
form or capacity, only to re-appear months later for this interview, is quite the insult to the 
intelligence of every single member of this constituency. With the help of the 3rd-party POOL/PACT 
organization and former Public Official Elizabeth Frances (who was a sitting principal board member 
of this 3rd-party organization), this was a massive orchestration to circumvent the protections of the 
people, namely NRS 252.180 Restrictions on presentation of claims against County,   with respect to 
this state-to-county litigation option.

This Nevada Statute is there for a reason, to protect the public from these type of destructive, 
government over-reaching charades. What we speak of is the Federal Opioid “Settlement” which was
already “settled” but then somehow morphed into an unconstitutional “bullying” of the citizens [state-
to-county] SLAPP witch hunt. This was never our lawsuit. As NRS 252.180  implies, the people of this  
county refuses and rejects ANY government employee from engaging in opportunistic “SLAPP” 
Lawfare [Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation], against its own people. This is a line in the 
sand never seen before on the county level. The only way to ensure it never happens again , is by 
holding these public officials accountable to the letter of the law.

Aside from the fact that this “interview” was nothing more than a staged dog and pony show, 
as evidenced by having picked only 2 running mates to interview after having collected over 65 
applications (from our count), which some 30% of these resumes from our examination, blow 
Wheable's credentials OUT OF THE BALL PARK (respectfully). We turned away a staggering number 
of applicants with some of the most impressive achievement, qualifications and talent, which would 
have taken us down a much better course than this most damaging lawless course Wheable has 
forged forward for us.

The fact that Wheable was selected for hire for this new-to-the-scene County Manager 
position, exactly 1 year and 1 day from the day he resigned, is just another red flag indicator that 
Wheable KNEW exactly what he was doing. What remains to be investigated, is which County 
Commissioners also were “in-the-know” beforehand, about this being a pre-fabricated 
orchestration? 

Wheable KNEW this was the minimal time allowance to go incognito so-to-speak, as per 
County Manager  NRS  244.130 [2] which states, “No person who is or has been an elected officer of 
the county shall be appointed county manager unless the person has been out of office for at least 1 
year prior to the date of appointment.” He also KNEW that with his re-branded title (in cahoots with 
his sidekick attorney Mr. James Beecher and others), that he would be allotted greater flexibility to 
effectively, play the system  by moving forward with litigating members of our own public with 
nothing more than an “OPPORTUNITY” to justify a frivolous lawsuit INITIATED by a Federal Lawsuit 
Settlement, Not of our Own Accord.

Wheable KNEW (and even expressed on record), this action he would take is highly unethical 
and immoral. It would be advantageous in this investigation to inquire what exactly did Commissioner
Laurie Carson know in secrecy before this “interview”. There are some very serious ethical concerns 
about this commissioner in particular, which we'll address in detail in a separate exhibit item. 


